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Abstract
Sustainable development in higher education is still at infancy stage
while the aim was to train our youth to be sustainable leaders for
ensuring conservation of the environment, society and economy for
future. The leading purpose of the paper was to unfold the situation of
five universities for the level of embeddedness of education for
sustainable development in preparing their students as sustainable
leaders. The nature of the study was qualitative and phenomenological
approach through semi-structured interviews (validated by four experts
of related field) conducted from department heads of universities present
in Lahore. Three themes (along with sub exclusive functionalities of the
university) were noted during qualitative analysis of the collected data.
The findings indicated various levels of embeddedness of education for
sustainable development i.e. high, medium or low in the form of three
pillars of sustainability (economic, social and environmental),in the
university education and research, university operations and external
community.
Keywords: sustainable development, economic, social environmental,
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Introduction
Sustainable development was foremost defined by the Brundtland
Commission as a package of resources i.e. ecological, social and
economical which are capable of satiating the present needs without
endangering the capability of upcoming generations for fulfilling their
own needs (WCED, 1987). These three factors are interdependent on
each other in order to harmonize the world’s sustainability. Learning
must be taken place according to this sustainability concept while
transforming behaviours of the population towards the sensitivity of the
issue; this can only be done with the help of awareness campaigns and
formal and informal education(Khalifa & Sandholz, 2012). The role of
this proposition at higher education is more crucial than compulsory
education due to the fact that at this stage students have chosen their
career orientation while they would be going to put their first step in
labour and competitive market adorned with skill to earn their livelihood
while if this young labour also prove themselves as sustainable leaders
ensuring sustainability of their surroundings then higher education would
ultimately deliver its best on the issue. That is why a broad debate had
been identified among educationists and researchers about the
competencies that they should be adorned with at the end of their
university education (Wiek, Withycombe, Redman, & Mills, 2011).Weik
et al (2012) discussed these skills as an open plan of action for
formulating courses of academic programs in which clear reference and
particulars about training should also be represented in relation to overall
development of a graduate; progress at each phase of learning as well as
effective pedagogies for fulfilling this need; reliable and appropriate
resources for students in order to assist them in performing their
professional actions currently and also for future problem resolution,
they could act as change agents in order to settle conversion processes
tolerably (Hidalgo & Fuentes., 2013; Willard et al., 2010).
Thus a reason to adopt that type of education which permit
universities to induct in its student's new ways of living differently i.e. be
fully aware of the natural environment and its true need for us. For this
purpose, some basic changes in the curriculum of universities and the
role institution plays, are needed (Hidalgo & Fuentes, 2013). The
university students are needed to be trained in such a way that they can
cope up with any unsustainable situation or problems. They should be
able to decide what is right for future in order to lessen un-sustainability
(Hidalgo & Fuentes, 2013) and making them as sustainable leaders.
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Sustainable Development and Pakistan: A number of countries had
understood and taken initiatives for the need of education for sustainable
development but the situation in Pakistan is quite restricted due to the
low pace of progress in arousing awareness, policy, and funding.
According to State Bank Annual Report of 2009, Pakistan is among sixth
largest populated countries in the world. The main barriers to the
progress of Pakistan’s sustainable development are poverty and
illiteracy. In order for the population to be aware and conscious of the
situation, education for sustainable development can play a vital role. For
achieving the target government is struggling hard for raising standards
of Pakistan’s people and economy. With all the dimensions of
sustainable development that is needed to be addressed and concerned
Pakistan is taking active part in all international interventions and
movements of Sustainable development and in 19th session of UN
Commission on Sustainable Development (2011), Pakistan desired that
countries should become partners in fulfilling their financial constraints
collectively by active transfer of technology and building capacities from
developed countries to bring down the unsustainable situation towards
sustainable conditions (OECD, 2011; Mustaq & Azeem, 2012). For
attaining the purpose of the study, the researcher used the
phenomenological approach to explore the phenomenon of sustainable
leadership in higher education. Firstly, let us take a look at what
phenomenology is? And then how our study proceeded.
Who were the Founders of Phenomenology?: The idea of
phenomenology was given by Edmund Husserl (1859 – 1938) with the
crisis of ideological philosophical perspectives (Eagleton, 1983). There is
another great philosopher too that were considered to be the founding
members of phenomenological concepts such as Kant, Hegel but Husserl
is regarded as a pioneer of 20th-century phenomenology (Vandenberg,
1997).The views of Husserl were expanded by Heidegger, Sartre &
Marleau (Speigelberg, 1982). It comes under the category of the
qualitative and narrative type of study. This sort of study accounts for the
narration of experiences of single or a number of individuals regarding
their experienced experiences related to a particular concept or a
phenomenon (Creswell, 2013). Phenomenologist aim at gathering
descriptions about what participants have to tell as they undergo and
experience a certain phenomenon; focusing on commonalities in their
experiences (Manen, 1990).The idea behind it is to limit experiences of
participants to the phenomenon and its descriptions generally in
universal view; thus identifying a particular phenomenon through human
experiences (Manen, 1990). The researcher gathers data from individuals
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who had undergone through the phenomenon or had experienced it, the
narrations thus constituted what and how their experiences are all about
(Moustakas, 1994). The current study was conducted in Educational
context by the researchers.

Phenomenological Research Procedure
The methodological basis of this study traced back to the work of
Moustaka’s (1994) approach due to the fact that it contained systematic
data analysis procedural steps. The major steps used in this study were:
1. Determining the research problem i.e. either it is best fit in
phenomenological approach
2. A phenomenon to study i.e. sustainable leader in higher education;
what is the level of embeddedness in higher education as well as
what is further going on to train students as sustainable leaders
3. Identifying philosophical assumptions of phenomenology i.e.
narrations provided by participants are lived and conscious
experiences that lead towards an objective or an opinion
4. Data was gathered from the individuals who had experienced that
phenomenon i.e. who either knew what is an education for sustainable
development and/or what is sustainable leadership as well as who were
involved in teaching or learning ESD. 25Participants were interviewed
from 5 university campuses that are in between a recommended range
to conduct phenomenology (Polkinghorne, 1989).
5. Collected data was thus reduced to quotes and then major themes.
6. A further step was also taken place i.e. researchers also write about
their own experiences/observations as recommended in conducting
phenomenology by Moustakas (1994) and also by Marshall and
Rossman (2010).
Present study followed transcendental phenomenological approach as it
claimed to “identify a phenomenon to study, bracketing out individuals’
experiences while collecting data from a number of individuals who had
experienced the phenomenon” (Moustakas, 1994). After that analysis is
made by researcher through limiting the information into quotes or
narrations and then amalgamates those into major themes.

How this Study Opened Out?
The paper in hand reflected the level of embeddedness of education
for sustainable development in preparing their students as sustainable
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leaders. For this purpose, the work of Lambert (2011; 2012) was used for
displaying conceptual strength towards the concepts under discussion.
This article was based upon an initial sample of 25 head of departments
of 5 higher education institutes present in Lahore, Punjab, who were
invited to participate in interview sessions based on the semi-structured
questions about the level of embeddedness of Education for sustainable
development and the steps their institute usually take for the
development of their students as sustainable leaders.
They were interviewed in order to gather opinions about generating
sustainable leaders. Every interview transcriptions were immediately
analyzed in order to search for new information. Each participant came
out with some new opinion generating novel themes. Every new
information, idea, concept, view or theme was also inquired from
participants interviewed earlier in order to reach to the point of saturation
i.e. no new information can be drawn out from the descriptions of the
participants. The study was conducted in early 2016 while its discussion
provides some important suggestions for the making the development of
sustainable leaders in higher education institutes of Pakistan possible.

Research Questions
This study was conducted to inspect the embededness level of
university leadership and to enumerate this level of embeddedness for
sustainable development. What role university level leadership
preforming in preparing their students as sustainable leaders and what
elements were essential to the development of sustainable leadership.
Faculty members were also asked to provide information regarding their
perceived role in the development of sustainable leaders and to what
extent education for sustainable development was embedded in their
institution.
The main questions to be researched were:
1. What is the importance and need for sustainable leaders?
2. How is sustainable leadership perceived by faculty members?
3. What manner can faculty members contribute to the training of
prospective teachers as sustainable leaders?
4. What is the level of ESD in faculty members’ respective institutes?

Review of Related Literature
The term sustainable development had been used by almost persons
of every field like economists, educationists, politicians, managers etc,
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but at first, it was mostly the debate between the people whose concerns
were more economical than other pillars of sustainable development. For
instance, some researchers criticized the use of sustainable concept more
towards economical scenario than ecological concerns (Rauch, 2002;
Elliot, 1998).The term Sustainable Development got its place
internationally when it was stated in the World Conservation Strategy’s
document (IUCN, 1980) and after that, it was again used by the report
submitted by World Commission on Environment and Development
(WCED, 1987). The famous WCED definition was:
Sustainable development is a development which meets the needs
of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs (WCED, 1987).
On the other hand Education for Sustainable Develop entails that
learning is the only way by which perceptions of anyone from any field
of life can be transformed and used for positive engagement in
promoting sustainable world, thus, education or educating for sustainable
development is a core aspect, a process, and a mean, not an end(Scott &
Gough, 2004).

Higher education and sustainable development
As discussed in numerous studies that the idea of sustainable
development was first initiated at The Earth Summit (1972) at
Stockholm. The stakeholders of that Summit recognized education as the
key for achieving sustainable development, since then organizations and
institutes are addressing sustainable development in almost every field of
practice. Still, it is noticeable that the progress and development for
attaining sustainability and its helping factors are insufficient (UNESCO,
2012). The prominent and main goal of Education for sustainable
development stated in DESD was, “integrate the principles, values, and
practices of sustainable development into all aspects of education and
learning.”Moreover, it also anticipated that such an intervention would
“encourage changes in behaviour that will create a more sustainable
future in terms of environmental integrity, economic viability, and a just
society for present and future generations.”
The philosophy behind this encouragement was that learning and
altering human behaviour in order to check and eradicate hazardous
effects on all three contributors to sustainable development. Today that
philosophy had transformer more than that of a mere concept of
preserving the environment it rather includes how population and
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communities can act towards sustainability and interact with the Earth in
a friendly way; giving birth to the concept of sustainable leaders/change
agents.

Conceptual Underpinnings
With the emergence of latest trends in sustainable development in
education, sustainable educational leadership is getting more attention
and considerations while Owens and Valesky (2011) declared that all
stakeholders of an educational institute should give a maximum attention
to the overall environment (either academic or non-academic) of an
institute in order to gain sustainable leadership in education. This would
adorn an institute with liability, strength and enhancements.

Defining Sustainable Leadership
One of the pioneers of the concept of sustainable leadership
Hargreaves and Fink (2004) stated sustainability as a collective
responsibility of checking and eradicating the continuous loss of all types
of resources available within this globe like financial, ecological, social
etc with the help of strong leadership in the educational communitybased environment. On the other hand, some of the experts considered
the role of sustainable leadership far more than temporary achievements
towards long-lasting impacts on learning of individuals so that they can
act as continuous change agents for the implementations and
improvements (Glickman, 2002; Stoll, Fink & Earl, 2002). The scholars
like Fullan (2005) took the view of sustainable leadership more of valuebased than that of learning i.e. to promote humanity and equality within
the framework.

Principles of Sustainable Leadership
Sustainable leadership is still not a mature concept with the
discovered literature on this topic was not of before 2003. That literature
was found in basic education and high schools but not on further
education or higher levels (Lambert, 2012) while Lambert tried to
transfer as a whole or in parts to further education. According to Magnus
(2009), the factors of inefficient dissipation of education are due to the
population that delivering education; those stakeholders are usually aged
and lagging behind in acquiring latest leadership qualities.
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Hargreaves and Fink (2006) designed a model for introducing
sustainable leadership in already operating leadership practices of an
organization. In their point of view in an organizational level of
leadership; economy matters more, but sustainable leadership is not
responsible of adorning with short-term fixtures rather is future plus
long-term oriented, in this way it is significant to note that the head of
departments/principals or the authority who is beholding the ordering
chair is capable enough to anticipate future strength and weaknesses or
not. They exclaimed that this kind of check and balance on the head seat
will be able to provide fruits like producing individuals with hands-on
continuous professional development in order to attain a significant
position as a leader as well as long-lasting stability and maintenance of
an organization. The model presented by Hargreaves and Fink was
encapsulated in seven basic principles; being one of the most famous
principles for sustainable leadership (2003) named as the “Seven
Principles of Sustainable Leadership”. The principles declare that
sustainable leadership;
1. is responsible for generating and conserving sustainable learning
(depth)
2. is focused upon the gradual but secure success/achievements (length)
3. is a key of maintaining other leaderships (breadth)
4. is based on the values of social justice (justice)
5. is a way of generating and not depleting natural, human and material
resources (diversity)
6. provides a space for the environment to flourish and develop
(resourcefulness)
7. is a source of engaging people with their environment actively
(conservation)
From this work of Hargreaves and Fink further models were derived
by some of the scholars like Hill (2006), Davies (2009) and Hargreaves
(2009) as mentioned by Lambart (2012). All of those discussed the role
of market competition in the education sector that of public and private
race as compared to the benefits of collaboration but Wolf (2011)
declared the importance of collaboration in leadership as superior to
thecompetition. As a product of all of the above-stated models of
sustainable leadership, Lambart (2011) provided a crux of sustainable
leadership in his model suggested it for education other than compulsory
(continuing, further, higher. Post-compulsory). The summary of his sixstep model presented the image of sustainable development as;
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1. responsible for staff’s continuous capacity building towards
leadership and management expertise
2. empowering staff of all organizational level in order to ensure and
spread sustainability throughout the strategic distributions
3. working in a special way of collaboration to keep organization close
with community participation and welfare
4. providing with a linkage by developing achievable benchmarks and
short targets of long-term goals
5. making staff capable of acquiring quick positive learning from their
surroundings, environment and diversity by participating in societal
collaboration and cohesion
6. strengthening the staff enough to learn from their past, understand,
change and create a sustainable future
Keeping in view Lambert’s model, the appraisal was developed to
assess the level of transforming prospective teacher as sustainable
leaders in higher education institutes; those were filled by the head of
departments.

Some Aspects of a Sustainable Society (Forum for the Future, 2003)
Natural:

Human:

Social:

In the extraction and manufacture of natural capital in a
society, the substances involved in it would not exceed
from surroundings’ diversity/capacity in terms of its
dispersion, absorption, recycling or human usage. The
environment would be protected and enhanced in every
manner.
Personal standards, safety, health, development and
learning should be at its highest level of standard and
every individual of a society regardless of age should
enjoy it. Everyone should participate in social
interactions and relationships while there should present
satiating opportunities of work, innovations and pastime
for them.
Governance and justice should be trusted and accessible.
Large societies should share optimism in terms of
purpose and values. Societal institutions should address
preservation of natural resources, while every
stakeholder in a society should be responsible for
providing safe, secure and supporting living plus
working opportunities.
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Manufactured: From raw material to end products, everything should be
able to preserve natural resources and environmental
health.
Financial:
The financial capital used throughout the globe must
represent the actual value of every resource; human,
natural, social or manufactured and not the inflated one.

Need of Sustainable Leadership
Due to its maturity, the concept of sustainable leadership was mostly
discussed at compulsory education level while one study could be found
at further education level (Lambert, 2012). Wolf (2012) also looked the
concept of vocational education. However, the ideas in those studies
could be explored in order to transfer any possibility for post-compulsory
and higher studies. The need of acquiring sustainable leadership had
been discussed earlier as follows:
 There is a lack of quality leadership in elementary level of education;
the reasons behind this are many, among them are job frustrations,
low funding, and poor delivery of education (Hargreaves & Fink,
2006).
 The leadership working in all levels of education is usually among
the population who is extensively aged or are ageing; thus making a
great shortage of updated experienced, skilful leaders on prominent
leadership seats (Magnus, 2009).
 If an organization uses a wholesome approach for making
developments in leadership; should not be based on short-term
fixtures and amendments rather adopt long-lasting, durable changes
keeping an eye on long-term continuing trajectories, so that whoever
occupies a leadership post organization’s function would not matter
(Hargreaves & Fink, 2006).
 Any initiative that would be taken by the organization in the name of
change would affect in one way or other on overall management and
its processes; that would create an environment of stress and
frustration between staff (Robson, 1998; Elliot, 1996).

Methodology
This paper follows descriptive yet qualitative approach for collection
and analysis of data. 25 Head of Departments from 5 universities present
in Lahore was invited to take part in this study. Heads were interviewed
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for assessing their institutes’ level at which they were exclusively or
inclusively preparing their students as sustainable leaders and to judge
the underlying situations for sustainability in their institutes.

Development of Instrument
The interview protocols for sustainability in higher education
institutes were developed keeping in view the work and principles of
Lambert (2011) it was applied in an educational perspective for this
study. The protocols covered three pillars of sustainability i.e.
environmental, social and economic and asking whether those were
factors that a higher education institute usually able to involve or deliver
in i.e. education & research, university operations and external
community. The interview protocol was validated by four experts in the
related field. The tool was valid, certified by experts to measure the
agreement of head’s institute level in concocting students as sustainable
leaders and to judge the underlying situations for sustainability in their
institutes

Results and Discussions
The analyses of transcriptions of interviews were done through
thematic analysis. Main themes were taken same as of sustainability
pillars i.e. environment, society and economy. Each theme was broken
into subcategories as per university inclusive or exclusive functionalities
i.e. education and research, operations and community. Participants were
also asked to indicate the level i.e. high, medium or low in embedding
ESD in all above specified categories. Participants were found to be the
faculty members of 3 public and 2 private universities.

Environmental Aspects
All the university campuses included in this study had fully
developed infrastructure conducive for higher education, yet there were
cases in which those cannot be considered as fully ‘green’ in terms of
environmental sustainability. One of the public campuses there found a
lack of student’s sense of responsibility for disposing of their litter
properly, while the other was considered at a medium level according to
researchers’ personal experience. On the contrary, researchers found both
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private campuses had highly clean in their infrastructure. Some of the
other aspects were also taken into account under environmental aspects as:
Education and research: All university campuses were declared by their
head of departments as on medium level for education and conducting
researches on environmental issues, as one of the public sector
department head mentioned in his verbal descriptions…
…our faculty is trying to come up with a separate course
especially meant for environmental protection or sustainable
education… we are working on a proposal for making the course
accepted by HEC…
While one of the private sector head of social sciences said, “we
already have courses like environmental studies/ environmental
education and cultural studies in which we are delivering a sense of
getting green and sustainable for future…”
University Operations: One of the private university campuses
declared their training regarding environmental protection as high while
the other termed as low, thelogic the head mentioned in his short
interview was that…
… we actually don’t need such kind of environmental protection
training for our campus, as you can see its infrastructure is so
quite attractive that students usually don’t spoil it rather enjoy
their presence in such a landmark….
On the other hand, public sector campuses were at medium level for
their training of environmental protections. As the department head of
education showed interest in conducting short workshops and seminars
on sustainable environmental protections.
… you are actually right, there must be ongoingtraining time to
time for making our students habitual of not harming
environment…
External Community:
All universities mentioned to at medium level
in preparing that groups of students who are actually able to protect or
generate resources. The reason behind this was stated as….
The fact is that there found a sort of win-win situation or 50-50
scenario for students to get job in which they are specialized, if
they don’t get their aspired job their frustrations make them
forget unlikely of what they had learnt i.e. also keeping their
surrounding clean or their peace of mind might also be
disturbed…
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Social Aspects
University campuses included in this study had courses in one way
or other related to social values, development, lifestyle, or professional
development ultimately making the students for earning alivelihood for
them and their families. Courses specifically in arts, humanities and
social sciences are more or less depicting social aspects of sustainability.
Following are the aspects described by the head of departments in their
appraisals and interviews:
Education and Research: As described earlier social sciences, arts and
humanities depict social aspects of the environment, while all of the
university campuses of our study were offering social sciences. The level
of education and research conducted in those campuses were high as
described by their department heads. According to one of them,
…Social sciences discipline has the widest variety of subjects
addressing every type of social aspects while our research
journals are crowded with research studies conducted on social
issues, yet there is still a room for researching on sustainable
society…
University Operations and Community: Public sector university
campuses declared their abilities to be low in making their students
socially responsible, peaceful, loyal and delivering quality products,
solutions and services.
We don’t really know is it our environment or the content we are
delivering in our courses that fail in enabling our students to
expose them as socially responsible individuals in society. Only
a few percentages of students are successfully fit in
organizations in terms of quality products and services…
However, Private campuses claimed to produce socially responsible
individuals, loyal and devoted to delivering what they exclaim; rated this
ability as a medium.

Economical Aspects
Both types of universities claimed that they make their students able
to make approachable decision making for their future. Yet the level
varies among public and private ones. Private sector stood ahead of the
public sector; as depicting them as ‘high’ in producing good decision
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makers. On the other side of a coin, apublic sector considered them in a
medium category in producing good decision makers.
Various type of seminars are reported to be conducted by private
campuses for a better life, acquiring financial strength and ways towards
positivity of life thus making them proudly presenting as at medium of
endeavour but this level is as low as ignorable in public sector campuses.
Private universities boast off to prepare their students for earning
more than an average income as compared to majority population in a
society.
…our name is a hallmark for our students which will surely help
them in earning a lot more than their friends from other
universities aspire…
Public sector campuses described them famous in producing two
extremes of the society, on one hand, they are making individuals earn
very fine but the percentage is very low, on the other hand, ahigh
percentage is of strugglers.

Conclusion and Suggestions
This short study on 25 department heads of 5 higher education
institutes overall shows that higher education has made some progress on
sustainable development, particularly in trying to establish green
campuses but legislative aspects are yet to be taken into considerations.
In Pakistan, HEC is considered to be the main authority for
implementing any change (HEC, 2016). Initiative for sustainable
developments, education for sustainable development and creating
sustainable leaders should be first introduced by Higher Education
Commission so that a proper legislative framework could be developed
for the purpose. Moreover, courses and subject areas should be upgraded
and new must be introduced in the favour of sustainable development.
For any educational platform, sticking to sustainable development
principles, goals, targets and objectives, is quite challenging, yet there is
a global need due to issues of peace and citizenships. Sustainable
development is a chance to revolutionize educational practices for global
peace and environmental up gradation, for this purpose higher education
of the developing countries should bring about comprehensive changes.
In every subject area and course of studies of higher education, there
should be integration with regard to three pillars, as they run in
juxtaposition for ensuring sustainability and stability in one another.
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Judgments drew through results of this study, higher education
institutes specifically public sector universities and degree colleges far
lagged behind in attaining this kind of sustainability or producing
sustainable leaders. Private sector role is encouraging in the sense; those
were trying at their own to come up with such population of students
who are logically responsible and firm in preserving as well as
generating all three types of sustainable resources (social, economic,
environmental).
This study also indicated that for a higher education institute, there is
a need to integrate sustainability into all different functions and
operations of the institute as well as higher education; for this purpose,
HEC must develop an agenda compulsory for every HEI. As per
indicated by heads, universities inclusively or exclusively are
incorporating sustainability or some of its factors in their activities, as
one of the heads of the department mentioned that…
…a few years back we had introduced a course in Masters in
education that is named as Education for Sustainable
Development in one of its semesters, I think this is a first step in
developing sustainable leaders from our side. We also had
conducted some master’s thesis and research studies on this very
area…..while healthy sports gala, culture preservation festivals
were also a proof of our pacing towards spreading awareness of
sustainability in our youth…

Future Directions
Future researchers can focus on barriers and major challenges in
implementation and integration of sustainable development in our higher
education. Or a whole new proposal could be researched and drafted to
HEC for the training of students specifically as sustainable leaders
regardless of subjects or disciplines. University faculty members should
also transform themselves as sustainable leaders so that they can lead
their youth for preparing for future sustainability demands, challenges
and aspirations. The implicit attitude of universities towards
sustainability should be transformed to explicit for imposing a direct
impact on behaviours rather than indirect influences.
It would also be pertinent to target UNESCO and OECD for drawing
their attention towards the role of education in generating sustainable
leaders in developing countries; that have an impact on global economy
and those countries that are more vulnerable towards peace and
citizenship issues.
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